8       THEORY   AND    PRACTICE   OF   EDUCATION
Two types of action can be easily distinguished from
instinctive action:
"Reflex Actions
like the sudden blinking of eyelids at a bright light, sneezing,
breathing, 6rc. Such actions are almost entirely outside
our control, and, what is equally characteristic, we axe
entirely unconscious of many of them.
Random Actions
are performed by us unconsciously and only noticed when
a feeling of frustration is experienced.1 They need only
be considered here because probably out of these random
explosions of energy come some actions that give pleasur-
able results and these tend to be repeated. Thus a child
waving his arms hits a bright ball hanging from the bar
of Ms cot and gets pleasure therefrom. He will tend to
repeat that action and eventually learns to achieve" from
Ms random movements a definite result. The need for
freedom of movement is clear, for this way learning lies.
Native Propensities 2
The average teacher who is not a psychologist must
look for certain characteristics by wMch these innate
1	A child (or adult) suffering from certain forms of indigestion
must fidget or be wretchedly iincomfortable.    The cure should be
of the indigestion.
2	Much of the controversy is over words—instinct is used by
many naturalists for unconscious action.   McDougall and his fol-
lowers -would deny that the lowliest action was unconscious and
insist that instinctive actions are part of the actor's experiences,
i.e. accompanied by feeling.    Professor Woodworth, in Psychology,
explains that the use of the term brings so many difficulties with
it that it is better not to use it.    Possibly innate tendencies meet
the case.   Yet there are undoubtedly such strong urges to action
as hanger, sex, self-assertion, curiosity, and we do not seem to
escape the difficulty of classification by refcdng a name to them
or lumping them altogether as reflexes.

